































There is geometry in the humming of the strings. 
There is music in the spacing of the spheres. 

































Chapter One: The!Story!of!Pythagoras!Discovering!the!Musical!Intervals! !
8!
!
A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its 
opponents and making them see the light, 
 but rather because its opponents eventually die, 
and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it. 






Table*1.1.**Components*of*the*Story* ! ! ! !Section* Component*
Motivation* 1a.** Author’s!context! often#followed#by# 1b.* Pythagoras’s!motivation!
Discovery* 2.* At!the!smithy! ## ** !! !!
Analysis* 3a.* Examination! sometimes#followed#by# 3b.* Rejection!of!fifth!hammer!
*
4a.* Results! sometimes#followed#by# 4b.* Homeward! !!






















































































































































Chatper Three: The!Rejection!of!Ptolemy!and!Mersenne! !!
43!
!
Actioni contrariam semper et aequalem esse reactionem: 
sive corporum duorum actiones in se mutuo semper esse aequales 
et in partes contrarias dirigi 
 (To every action there is always an opposite and equal reaction: 
or the actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal 
and directed in contrary parts.) 







































































Different Look, Same Great Taste! 
—product label 
When something is ’new and improved!’ which is it? If it’s new, 
then there has never been anything before it. 
If it’s an improvement, 
then there must have been something before it. 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































And if you listen very hard, the tune will come to you at last. 
—Led Zeppelin, “Stairway to Heaven” !! After!examining!the!appearance!and!use!of!the!musical!discovery!in!the!Nicomachus’s!original!account,!Ptolemy’s!criticism!of!Nicomachus,!Mersenne’s!criticism!of!Pythagoras,!Boethius’s!endorsement,!one!of!the!prime!questions!that!remains!is!what!to!consider!Pythagoras’s!discovery.!Is!it!a!historical!tale?!Is!it!a!pedagogical!narrative?!Is!it!legend?!Is!it!myth?!I!have!been!careful!not!to!label!the!story!with!charged!words!like!legend,!myth,!or!fable!throughout!this!text!so!as!not!to!taint!the!reading!of!the!story.!It!is!ambiguous!and!conjectural!whether!the!historical!Pythagoras!discovered!musical!intervals!as!described.!The!actions!within!the!story,!though,!do!not!necessarily!need!to!be!false!as!well.!A!story,!in!general,!may!have!true!elements!while!seeming!like!fiction.!Indeed,!the!details!of!Pythagoras’s!discovery!do!not!invite!a!sense!of!possibility.!The!level!of!refutability,!or!the!possibility!of!contradicting!Pythagoras’s!observations!and!his!results,!is!high.!Pythagoras!is!a!mythical!and!mystical!character;!the!explanation!of!his!discovery!is!incomplete!and!unfulfilling.!The!story!of!the!smithy!as!a!whole!or!by!its!sections!individually!reads!quite!well!as!legend.!It!fits!into!many!of!the!characteristics!one!finds!in!a!legend.!Folklorist!Elliott!Oring!broadly!defines!legend,!first,!as!a!narrative!that!is!reported!as!truth.!This!is!a!necessary!condition!of!a!legend.!Second,!a!legend!may!contain!some!
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degree!of!interpretation!and!inference!left!to!the!audience!after!the!legend!presents!a!set!of!facts.!This!condition!is!not!necessary!but!frequently!occurs!in!a!legend.77!The!story!in!its!full!form!has!typically!been!presented!as!truth.!Implied!inference!completes!the!gaps!in!the!details!of!the!story.!There!are!a!number!of!rhetorical!devices—framed!by!the!Aristotelian!art!of!persuasion—that!suggests!the!story!of!Pythagoras!has!a!legendary!status:!(1)!authority!of!the!source,!(2)!framing,!(3)!narrative!detail,!(4)!story!logic,!and!(5)!pathos!as!“conforming!to!the!cognitive.!.!.!expectations!of![the]!audience.”78!!(1) Authority)of)the)Source:!Pythagoras!is!cited!as!the!discoverer!of!the!musical!intervals,!whose!fame!by!itself!lends!authority!to!the!claim.!This!is!usually!integrated!with!the!rest!of!an!author’s!text.!Pythagoras!appears!as!the!source!in!many!of!Nicomachus’s!explanations!of!musical!and!mathematical!phenomena!elsewhere!in!Enchiridion.!In!the!end!of!Book!I,!De)musica,!Boethius!alludes!to!the!unquestionable!wisdom!of!Pythagoras.!Newton!invokes!him!as!ancient!authority!in!his!proof!of!universal!gravitation.!!(2) Framing:!The!discovery!is!set!in!an!episodic!sense!of!time;!the!events!happened!at!some!point!in!the!fuzzy!past.!A!chronology!of!events!is!possible,!but!dating!the!chronology!itself!is!impossible.!For!example,!the!formulaic!
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))77!Oring,!Elliott.!“Legendry!and!the!Rhetoric!of!Truth.”!The)Journal)of)American)Folklore!121,!no.!480!(April!1,!2008):!129.!78!Oring!131–132,!140–141,!147–150,!157.!! !
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narrative!markers!ποτὲ!(one!day.!.!.)!in!Nicomachus!and!interea!(meanwhile)!in!Boethius!are!present.79!That!is,!meanwhile!one!day,!Pythagoras!is!walking!by!the!blacksmith!while!thinking!of!a!way!to!measure!musical!sounds.!Compare!this!with!the!typical!“once!upon!a!time”!used!in!fairy!tales.!!!(3) Lack)of)Narrative)Detail:!The!amount!of!detail!for!how!Pythagoras!discovers!the!intervals!is!insufficient.!He!hears!them!at!the!smithy!and!notices!that!pitch!correlates!with!the!weight!of!each!hammer.!Weight!of!the!hammers!alone!determine!pitch,!but!the!dimensions!of!the!apparatus!he!constructs!is!unclear!as!well!as!how!he!produces!the!same!pitches!on!the!apparatus!heard!from!the!work!shop.!It!is!also!unclear!as!to!how!Pythagoras,!thus!satisfied!of!his!work!on!the!apparatus,!applies!his!results!onto!instruments.!!!(4) Story)Logic:!Beyond!Pythagoras’s!desire!to!find!a!tool!to!measure!pitches,!there!is!no!certain!motivation!for!transferring!his!results!from!the!apparatus!onto!instruments!other!than!with!the!pure!curiosity!of!seeing!whether!the!same!results!may!be!found.!Authors!relate!Pythagoras’s!intentions!to!their!own!as!an!articulation!of!their!text’s!arguments.!For!example,!Nicomachus!desires!to!justify!his!explanations!of!intervals!and!music!theory!in!general!earlier!in!Enchiridion)with!a!story!that!constructs!the!intervals.!!!
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))79!Jan!245,!line!6.!Friedlein,!197,!line!3.!
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(5) Pathos:!Since!the!musical!story!is!a!technical!trope,!it!is!nearly!always!found!in!works!about!music,!mathematics!or!Pythagoras.!The!audience!has!already!been!primed!to!understand!the!topics’!interconnections.!Thus,!when!Nicomachus!presents!a!story!about!Pythagoras!and!musical!ratios!in!the!middle!of!Enchiridion,!the!audience!is!much!more!likely!to!receive!the!story!as!legitimate.!We!should!note!the!highly!technical!aspects!of!Enchiridion)before!and!after!the!sixth!chapter,!compared!to!the!more!narrative!aspects!of!the!sixth!chapter.!The!story!in!Macrobius!is!a!manifestation!of!music!of!the!spheres;!the!intervals!Pythagoras!investigates!are!the!same!ones!that!govern!the!heavens.!!!Without!context!of!the!subject!matter!surrounding!the!story!in!each!author’s!work,!(aside!from!the!pathos,!which!itself!does!require!context),!these!elements!of!legendry!strongly!suggest!that!the!story!is,!in!fact,!a!legend.!This!may!explain!why!so!many!interpreting!this!story!might!dismiss!or!accept!Nicomachus’s!account!outright!without!criticism.!The!writers!who!largely!repeat!this!story!verbatim!tend!to!understand!it!as!being!genuine,!while!those!who!examine!the!story!in!whatever!critical!capacity!view!it!as!false.!A!synergistic!result!occurs!from!the!interaction!of!the!believers!and!nonbelievers.!The!story!survives!history!because!believers!propagate!it!faithfully!with!the!mystically!elegant!but!vague!details!of!Pythagoras’s!discovery.!The!nonbelievers,!in!turn,!latch!onto!the!fantastic!narrative!elements.!They!prejudge!
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their!perspective!for!this!story!as!just!another!tale!in!which!a!magical!Pythagoras!achieves!the!impossible.!There!is!a!common!gap!in!explaining!whether!the!story!is!possible!in!reality,!primarily!because!of!how!sound!is!produced!in!the!story.!Indeed,!this!story!has!been!transformed.!Although!Nicomachus!was!first!to!record!this!story!in!his!musical!treatise!Enchiridion,!he!is!no!longer!known!as!its!original!author.!The!narrative!becomes!legendary!and!exists!in!its!own!right.!Mersenne!refers!to!Pythagoras!directly!and!not!to!any!previous!author!who!wrote!on!the!story.!Pythagoras’s!discovery!gains!a!life!of!its!own!and!becomes!a!legend!itself.!Pythagoras!visits!the!smithy!on!his!own!accord,!without!anyone!directing!him.!We!still!see!the!effects!the!legendary!status!of!the!story!in!a!recent!publication!by!science!historian!Alberto!Martínez.!His!book,!Science)Secrets,!examines!a!series!of!science!myths!commonly!found!in!history!from!Pythagoras!to!Einstein.!The!premise!is!that!each!myth!is!ultimately!false,!either!based!on!no!conclusive!historical!documentation!or!verifiable!scientific!observation.!Martínez!artfully!marshals!his!evidence!for!contradictions!in!the!accounts!themselves!and!provides!the!details!for!why!a!myth!might!have!been!inflated!from!a!miniscule!truth.!In!many!cases,!the!context!for!each!myth!is!highly!nuanced.!With!reference!to!Pythagoras,!Martínez!deconstructs!the!myth!of!Isaac!Newton!and!the!apple!falling!on!his!head.!Newton,!while!formulating!a!general!theory!for!gravity,!sought!to!reinforce!his!claim!of!first!discovery!against!the!simultaneous!work!of!his!rival!Robert!Hooke!by!citing!Pythagoras!as!ancient!authority.!In!particular,!Newton!correlated!that!Pythagoras!experimenting!with!weights!and!strings!must!have!
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conceived!of!the!concept!of!universal!gravitation!first.!Pythagoras!and!his!followers!must!have!discovered!that!musical!ratios!relate!to!a!harmony!of!the!spheres,!which!Newton!interpreted!as!a!concept!of!universal!gravity.!Newton’s!invocation!is!more!rhetoric!than!technical!support!though.!By!connecting!himself!to!the!ancients,!Newton,!thus,!stands!himself!on!the!shoulders!of!giants.80!Martínez!assumes!that!the!story!about!Pythagoras!is!false.!He!refers!to!the!usual!conclusion!that!ratio!of!string!tension!to!pitch!does!not!correlate!onejtojone!with!the!ratio!of!weight!to!pitch.!Although!that!is!a!true!statement,!Martínez!fails!to!explain!the!mechanics!of!pitch!generated!from!weights!and!that!from!strings.!He!does!not!indicate!why!the!story!is!necessarily!false,!which!begs!the!question.!It!is!ironic,!then,!that!Martínez!dismisses!the!story!about!Pythagoras!using!a!commonly!held!assertion,!while!disproving!the!myth!of!Newton!and!the!falling!apple.!!
The$Decline$of$Pythagoreanism$The!authors!discussed!in!this!text!have!are!all!considered!theorists,!writing!about!music!conceptually.!There!is!little!to!no!mention!of!performance!practice.!This!congruity!aside,!authors’!positions!may!be!based!on!their!historical!period.!A!majority!of!authors!from!Antiquity!and!the!Middle!Ages!view!the!story!favorably.!The!dominance!of!Pythagorean!thought!may!explain!this!trend.!The!essence!of!Pythagoreanism!is!the!pervading!numerology!in!its!approaches!to!philosophy!and!
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))80!Martínez,!Alberto!A.!Science)Secrets:)The)Truth)About)Darwin’s)Finches,)Einstein’s)Wife,)and)Other)
Myths.!Pittsburgh:!University!of!Pittsburgh!Press,!2011,!55–57.!
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science.!Nicomachus!subscribes!to!this!as!a!selfjdeclared!Pythagorean!in!his!only!surviving!complete!treatise,!Manual)of)Harmonics.!His!influence!on!Boethius!is!evident;!much!of!Book!I!of!Boethius’s!De)institutione)musica)is!structured,!if!not!borrowed,!from!Nicomachus’s!work.!Boethius!himself!is!not!a!Pythagorean,!but!his!approach!to!music!is!Pythagorean!in!nature.!Number!is!prime.!Ptolemy!is!the!notable!exception.!In!his!Harmonics,!he!promotes!the!monochord!as!the!tool!of!choice!for!studying!intervals.!Ptolemy!dismisses!any!notions!of!utility!for!Nicomachus’s!apparatus.!His!strong!preference!for!the!monochord!compels!his!rejection!of!the!story,!rather!than!addressing!the!refutability!of!Pythagoras’s!discovery.!Ptolemy!blazes!his!own!trail!using!aspects!of!Pythagorean!and!Aristoxenian!musical!thought!to!construct!a!blended,!but!unique!interpretation!of!musical!sounds.!It!is!suspicious!that!Ptolemy!does!not!explain!why!the!apparatus!is!insufficient!for!studying!music,!while!being!thorough!in!other!topics!in!Harmonics.!The!doubts!about!the!authenticity!his!data!in!his!Syntaxis!are!troubling!for!interpreting!his!view!on!Pythagoras’s!discovery.!Ptolemy!obfuscates!the!discussion!by!omitting!the!reasons!for!the!apparatus’s!failure!while!promoting!the!positive!aspects!of!the!monochord.!Regardless!on!how!Ptolemy!studies!musical!intervals,!the!role!of!numbers!to!construct!them!is!still!evident.!Up!until!the!Renaissance,!the!music!all!of!these!writers!discuss!is!only!with!a!purity!of!theory!and!lacks!any!taint!of!performance!practice.!Like!Pythagoras’s!discovery,!music!of!the!spheres!is!premised!on!the!ratio!of!numbers.!It!is!an!inaudible!but!harmonic!conception!of!celestial!bodies,!like!the!planets!and!the!Sun.!
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It!was!originally!a!Pythagorean!notion,!but!persisted!through!the!end!of!the!Renaissance.!The!story!is!more!tangible!than!that!though,!with!hammers,!anvil,!strings,!weights,!and!other!physical!objects.!Unlike!the!music!of!the!spheres,!one!should!be!able!to!hear!musical!sounds,!in!whatever!capacity,!from!the!vibrations!of!those!objects.!However,!authors!writing!these!theoretical!tests!never!seem!to!actualize!the!events!of!the!story!to!replicate!about!what!they!write.!How!do!we!know!something!works!in!reality!without!realizing!it?!The!Renaissance!marks!a!shift!in!the!reception!of!the!story.!It!is!increasingly!viewed!as!insubstantial!among!the!growth!empiricism!and!the!scientific!method.!Pythagorean!theorizing!and!thought!experiments!fall!out!of!favor,!since!no!direct!observation!can!be!made!in!this!way.!Boethius!himself!becomes!repudiated!as!an!authority;!Pythagorean!numerology!as!the!agent!of!authority!is!no!longer!sufficient!to!explain!natural!phenomenon.!In!a!sense,!Aristoxenian!thought!finally!prevails!over!Pythagoreanism.!To!Aristoxenus!and!his!followers,!the!ear!is!the!ultimate!tool!for!listening,!not!the!monochord!or!any!device!Pythagoras!may!have!used!to!define!musical!sounds.!The!investigation!of!phenomena!guides!theory!in!contrast!to!a!conceptualization!of!them!that!may!or!may!not!have!any!relevance!in!practice.!! A!case!in!point!is!acoustic!work!of!lutenist!and!theorist!Vincenzo!Galilei!(1520s–1591).81!The!father!of!Galileo!studied!under!the!venerable!theorist!Gioseffo!Zarlino!(1517–1590),!who!may!be!best!known!for!introducing!third!and!sixth!
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))81!Palisca,!Claude,!“Scientific!Empiricism!in!Musical!Thought,”!in!Rhys,!Hedley!Howell.!Seventeenth)
Century)Science)and)Arts.!The!William!J.!Cooper!Foundation!Lectures,!Swarthmore!College,!1960.!Princeton,!N.!J.:!Princeton!University!Press,!1961.!91–137.!
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intervals!as!consonances.!The!addition!of!the!third!interval!to!create!a!triad!with!the!root!and!the!fifth!was!not!only!permissible,!but!preferred!in!tuning.!Zarlino!was!a!Pythagorean!in!disguise.!His!belief!in!the!perfection!of!intervals!and!the!Pythagorean!tetractys!{1,!2,!3,!4}!guided!his!construction!of!music!theory:!numbers!are!key!to!musical!pitch.!To!improve!tuning!with!triads,!he!added!two!numbers!{5,!6}!to!the!tetractys!to!expand!it!into!a!senarius!{1,!2,!3,!4,!5,!6}.!With!these!new!numbers,!the!ratio!5:4!created!the!major!third!interval,!6:5!the!minor!third,!and!5:3!the!major!sixth.!The!exception!is!the!minor!sixth!from!the!ratio!8:5,!which!Zarlino!conditionally!allowed.82!! Zarlino!introduced!Galilei!to!the!concept!of!musical!numbers!and!other!ancient!musical!writings!in!their!study!of!acoustics.!Coinicidentally,!Galilei!encountered!the!writings!of!Aristoxenus!in!his!annotations!to!Zarlino’s!Le)istitutioni)
harmonische.!Troubled!by!the!discrepancies!among!the!ancient!and!medieval!theorists,!Galilei!sought!Girolamo!Mei,!a!Florentine!humanist,!who!reportedly!read!all!available!Greek!and!Latin!musical!writings!of!the!time.!Mei,!himself!a!empiricist!Aristoxenian,!converted!Galilei’s!view!to!his,!in!opposition!to!his!former!teacher,!Zarlino,!who!by!chance!was!Mei’s!rival.83!With!Mei,!Galilei!realizes!that!the!fluidity!of!pitches!on!a!viola!violates!the!discreteness!of!musical!numbers.!Intervals!consist!of!
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))82!Zarlino,!Gioseffo.!Le)istitutioni)harmoniche.)A)Facsimile)of)the)1558)Venice)ed.!Monuments!of!Music!and!Music!Literature!in!Facsimile.!Second!Series,!Music!Literature!1.!New!York:!Broude!Bros,!1965,!xiv–xvi,!I.15.25–56.!83!Mei,!Girolamo.!Letters)on)Ancient)and)Modern)Music)to)Vincenzo)Galilei)and)Giovanni)Bardi;)a)Study)
with)Annotated)Texts.!Musicological!Studies!and!Documents!no.!3.!n.p.:!American!Institute!of!Musicology,!1960.!Mei’s!correspondence!to!Galilei!reveals!his!predilection!for!Aristoxenian!musical!thought.!
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“minimal!particles,!almost!like!atoms,”!so!that!a!collection!of!infinitesimal,!discrete!units!creates!continuity.84!The!senarius!is!insufficient!to!explain!these!intervals.!Galilei!analyzes!the!acoustic!properties!of!different!materials!like!weights,!strings,!and!pipes.!He!does!not!interact!with!Pythagoras!himself!in!his!experiments,!but!challenges!the!concepts!of!Pythagoreanism.!He!concludes!that!the!length!of!string!matched!onejtojone!with!its!resonance!frequency,!For!string!tension!or!weights!attached!to!strings,!the!frequency,!Galilei!found,!is!the!square!of!the!applied!tension.!For!cavity!resonators,!like!in!organ!pipes,!the!frequency!is!a!cube!of!the!volume!of!air!inside!the!cavity.!Based!on!these!conclusions,!Galilei!dismisses!the!story!about!Pythagoras’s!discovery!in!his!last!published!work.!He!assumes!that!Pythagoras!meant!a!linear!relationship!between!values!of!weight!in!the!apparatus!and!the!produced!interval,!which!does!not!correspond!to!his!findings!on!string!tension.85!What!Galilei!fails!to!account!for!is!the!ambiguous!relationship!that!the!story!describes.!There!is!some!relationship,!but!every!instance!of!the!story!in!history!never!specifies!it!as!linear,!exponential,!or!otherwise.!Galilei!is!the!closest!in!his!empirical!observations!to!realize!the!exact!connections!of!mass!objects!and!their!resonance!frequency,!but!his!assumption!of!a!linear!relationship!misleads!his!conclusion.!Nevertheless,!Galilei!is!representative!of!the!turn!away!from!
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))84!Galilei,!Vincenzo,!“Discorso!particulare!intorno!alla!diversità!delle!forme!del!Diapason,”!Florence,!Bibl.!Naz.!Cent.,!Mss.!Galileiani,!Ant.!a!Galileo,!Vol.!III,!fol.!54v.!For!the!Italian!text!and!an!English!translation,!see!Palisca,!Claude,!ed.!The)Florentine)Camerata:)Documentary)Studies)and)Translations.!Music!Theory!Translation!Series.!New!Haven:!Yale!University!Press,!1989,!180–197.!For!additional!commentary,!see!also!Galilei,!Vincenzo,!ed.!Claude!V.!Palisca.!Dialogue)on)Ancient)and)Modern)Music.!Yale!University!Press,!2003.!85!Galilei,!Vincenzo,!“Discorso.!.!.delle!forme!del!Diapason,”!III,!fol.!47v–49r.!See!Palisca,!The)Florentine)
Camerata,!185–187!for!commentary.!
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Pythagorean!numerology!toward!Aristoxenian!empiricism,!and!in!general,!of!modernity!and!the!Scientific!Revolution!of!the!16th!and!17th!centuries.!He!refutes!the!story!based!on!his!experimentation!with!string!and!instruments,!the!former!of!which!Mersenne!later!confirmed.!Instead!of!accepting!the!tradition!of!lore!and!the!past,!Galilei!rejects!his!teacher!Zarlino’s!doctrine!of!numbers!in!preference!to!a!practical!and!observable!construction!of!music.!!
“What’s$the$Frequency,$Kenneth?”:$Harmonic$vs.$Proportional$! The!question!that!ultimately!remains!is!what!the!relationship!is!between!mass!objects!like!the!hammers!and!its!resonance!frequency.!The!frequency!of!a!plucked!string!based!on!its!length!is!a!onejtojone!relationship.!The!square!of!the!string!tension!generates!the!same!frequency.!Vincenzo!Galilei!discovered!these!two!formulas!for!string;!Marin!Mersenne!confirmed!them!later.!Galilei!also!determined!the!resonance!frequency!for!cavity!resonators,!which!is!the!cube!of!the!volume!of!air!contained!in!the!cavity.!The!resonance!frequency!of!the!hammers!and!the!weights!remains!unsolved.!Depictions!of!the!apparatus!in!manuscripts!typically!show!the!weights!as!belljshaped!objects.!The!resonance!frequency!of!a!bell!is!especially!difficult!to!model,!but!the!vibrations!of!a!conical!warping!of!a!plate!(for!example,!a!cymbal!or!a!gong)!may!approximate!it.!The!vibration!of!a!freejstanding!bar!(like!one!on!a!glockenspiel)!can!model!the!vibration!of!hammers.!A!tuning!fork!would!also!be!an!analog!to!a!hammer.!The!physical!dimensions,!volume,!and!type!of!material!are!the!prime!determinants!of!frequency!here.!
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Accordingly,!the!frequencies!of!the!longitudinal!vibrations!of!a!bar!are!harmonic.!That!is,!overtone!frequencies!are!based!on!integer!multiples!of!the!fundamental!frequency.86!!They!are!not!harmonic,!though,!for!the!transverse!vibrations!and!with!the!ratios!1!:!2.70!:!5.40!:!8.93,!and!so!on.87!The!frequencies!of!the!vibrations!of!a!bell!are!also!nonharmonic.!These!values!are!not!whole!or!integer!numbers,!but!rational!numbers.!Pythagorean!numerology!cannot!account!for!rational!numbers.!What!Galilei!failed!to!realize!from!his!experiments!was!not!that!the!relationship!between!weight!and!pitch!was!false,!but!that!it!can!be!nonharmonic.!Rational!numbers!provide!the!continuity!Galilei!sought!when!he!heard!bending!of!pitch!on!a!viola.!Thus,!if!a!vibrating!cone!represents!the!weights!of!the!story’s!apparatus!and!a!vibrating!bar!for!a!hammer,!there!is!a!definite!relationship!between!the!mass!of!an!object!and!its!resonant!frequency.!The!relationship!is!not!always!harmonic!and!expressible!in!whole!numbers,!but!it!is!still!proportional,!just!as!Nicomachus!originally!related.!What!the!Pythagoreans!and!believers!of!the!story!failed!to!realize!was!that!the!relationship!was!nonharmonic.!The!Pythagorean!tetractys!and!Zarlino’s!senarius!do!not!accurately!describe!the!musical!sounds!of!hammers!or!weights.!!It!is!ironic!that!Pythagoreanism’s!unified!theory!of!whole!numbers!for!musical!thought,!cosmological,!and!philosophy!collapses!on!the!nonharmonic!nature!of!certain!objects’!resonance.!In!light!of!this,!Boethius’s!conception!of!the!quadrivium!is!based!
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))86!Heuven,!Engelbert!Wiegman!van.!Acoustical)Measurements)on)ChurchSBells)and)Carillons.!‘sjGravenhage:!Gebroeders!Van!Cleef,!1949.!87!Bishop,!R.!E.!D.,!and!D.!C.!Johnson.!The)Mechanics)of)Vibration.!Reissue.!Cambridge!University!Press,!2011.!
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on!nonharmonic!natural!of!rational!numbers!in!the!relationship!of!weight!and!pitch.!He!did!not!intend!this,!but!he!also!does!not!necessarily!exclude!the!any!possibility!of!rational!numbers.!They!are!just!not!his!preferred!set!of!numbers.!His!linchpin!still!holds!the!pedagogical!regime!together.!The!modern!reception!of!Pythagoras!has!been!cautious!to!credit!his!supposed!accomplishments,!seeking!to!dismiss!or!disprove!them.!The!apprehension!is!understandable;!the!weight!of!lore!and!mythical!attribution!undoubtedly!bears!down!on!any!study!of!the!ancient!philosopher.!Latching!onto!Mersenne’s!dismissal!of!the!story,!modern!commentators!themselves!have!violated!physical!laws!to!disprove!the!physicality!of!generating!musical!intervals.!Newton’s!Third!Law!of!Motion!describes!how!force!acts!between!a!pair!of!objects,!and!not!on!a!single!object,!in!equal!magnitude!but!opposite!directions.!The!conservation!of!momentum!applies!to!all!colliding!bodies.!Their!loss!of!kinetic!energy!after!impact!generates!sound!energy.!The!spectrum!of!frequency!of!sound!is!unique!for!different!hammers!hitting!an!anvil!because!of!their!differences!in!weight.!Frame!of!reference!does!not!matter!in!classical!mechanics,!so!whether!the!anvil!strikes!the!hammer!or!the!hammer!strikes!the!anvil!does!not!matter.!The!force!of!their!collision!is!equal!and!opposite!of!each!other.!Modern!consensus,!that!the!Pythagorean!basis!for!intervals!from!mass!in!inaccurate,!is!correct,!but!the!reasoning!to!debunk!the!story!is!also!false.!The!trend!to!disprove!or!reject!the!story!has!been!a!recent!but!static!phenomenon.!Since!Galilei,!there!have!been!no!reports!of!physically!testing!these!assertions!repeated!in!modern!scholarship.!It!is!ironic!to!note!the!reliance!on!
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description!and!logical!argument!to!refute!the!Pythagorean!story!rather!than!replicating!Galilei’s!work!to!confirm!his!conclusions.!The!modern!commentators!are!as!indicative!as!any!of!the!other!authors!in!history!in!their!intentions!for!the!story!about!Pythagoras’s!discovery!of!the!musical!intervals.!The!purpose!has!mostly!been!expressed!rhetorically.!At!one!level,!it!is!the!evaluation!of!musical!sounds!with!a!numerical!basis.!Its!technical!nature!shades!the!author’s!intentions!when!integrating!the!story!in!his!text.!At!another!level,!the!purpose!shapes!each!version!of!the!story!as!well!as!the!authors!constructing!it.!The!lore!and!perennial!fame!of!Pythagoras!are!too!attractive!for!those!who!follow!or!denigrate!his!ideas!ignore!to!the!ancient!philosopher.!Whether!legend!or!truth,!Pythagoras’s!discovery,!ultimately,!is!an!instrument!itself.!It!has!been!continually!manipulated!to!meet!the!needs!of!an!author.!Affirmation,!repudiation,!and!refutation!are!not!just!for!the!story!itself!but!also!for!each!author’s!conception!of!Pythagoras.!!!! !
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